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A great mystery happens on June and by looking at the image there is a satellite picture of Hawaii
along with Nokia maps wheel at the summit. Moreover it is followed with a granular picture of a
Roland TR-808 drum mechanism. Also it is the similar day as of Microsoftâ€™s greatly overvalued tablet
promotion but both of them does not give the impression to be interrelated. The area code of Hawaii
is 808 and the handset of Nokia is also 808 Pure View so probability is that it would proclaim US
accessibility of the Pure View.

Moving further the next picture is a play the drums mechanism by means of 808 in the heading that
is just similar to the 808 Pure Views. The new information has been prevailing in the market
regarding Microsoft that on Monday Microsoft would go to announce its individual Windows 8 tablet.
Earlier there was conversation of Nokia for producing a Windows 8 tablet considering at the same
time as it has by now embraced the Windows 7 mobile operating system moreover Nokia has
exposed curiosity in Tablets before. However unluckily this seems like just the US accessibility of
the Pure View.

In case if you are not aware of the Nokia 808 Pure View then for your reference itâ€™s a 41 mega-pixel
camera smart phone which was declared in the month of February at Mobile world Congress. It's an
extremely remarkable looking camera smart phone in spite of the fact that it works on Symbian,
which is a fragment of a head-scratcher. Recently in Taipei at Computex a slide of Windows 8
tablets were announced moreover are expected to be launched around October and at the same
time Microsoft would come up with Windows 8.

This is really very bad news for the admirers of Nokia that the company is not planning in launching
any tablet. But some of its admirers are saying that Nokia should concentrate more on the smart
phones instead of launching any tablet. Nokia is struggling a lot at present to regain its lost position
from the mobile market as there are leading companies prevailing in the market such as Samsung
and Apple. And for that the company has planned to launch handsets of low price.
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